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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, an evolutionary multiobjective algorithm (NSGA-II) and some local search methods are
employed to solve the power distribution network design problem. The design procedure takes into
account three relevant aspects: monetary cost, fault cost (reliability) and robustness (ability to deal with
different scenarios of load growth). The ﬁnal objective is to identify topologies (conductor conﬁguration
and capacity) that are efﬁcient with regard to cost and reliability at the same time they are robust enough
for dealing with uncertainties on load prediction. Uncertainties in the load growth, energy price and
interest rate are considered. Four local search methods are proposed in order to improve solution robustness and reliability, taking into account a given set of possible scenarios. The proposed algorithm achieves
high-quality solutions with low computational cost, outperforming the results achieved by former works
that dealt with similar problem formulations. Results for 21, 100 and 300 bus systems are presented in
order to illustrate the efﬁciency of the proposed method.
Ó 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Power distribution networks must be constantly redesigned
and expanded to comply with load changes [1–3]. Although the
load forecast techniques have evolved considerably, the problem
of obtaining a reliable estimation of long term demand is endowed
with intrinsic uncertainties that are structural. This means that the
network design techniques should be able to accommodate a random component of the load growth. It becomes necessary to model
the future loads as random variables, whose uncertainty (variance)
grows within time [4,5]. Therefore, the uncertainties intrinsic to
the prediction process give rise to a multiple set of possible
demand scenarios. The consideration of all possible scenarios in
the design procedure is not feasible, since the number of design
problems to be solved would be extremely large even for distribution systems of moderate size. In order to surpass such a limitation,
most of the current design approaches take into account a single
scenario for design, usually the ‘‘mean’’ or the ‘‘most likely’’
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scenario [2,3]. However, if the design scenario is wrongly chosen,
two undesirable situations may arise: (i) under-estimated scenario:
if the system is designed considering an under-estimated load scenario (i.e. the value estimated for some loads is considerably lower
than the load that will be installed at a given time), it will become
unable to supply the loads properly within the design time. In this
case, it will be necessary to perform an early redesign of the system, what increases the installation costs estimated previously.
(ii) Over-estimated scenario: on the other hand, if the system is
planned considering an over-estimated load scenario, it will be
over-sized. Although the network is expected to work properly in
those cases, such a network will be more costly than necessary.
In order to try to achieve a good allocation of resources, the
problem of distribution network design has been addressed in
the last two decades using optimization methodologies. Power distribution network design can be classiﬁed as a high cost combinatorial problem with nonlinear objective functions and constraints
[6,7]. Given a set of clients (loads) and a set of feeders (usually substations), the problem can be stated as to identify the best solution
(places in which the conductors are to be installed and their capacities) that is able to comply with technical constraints (voltage
level, current and power capacity, etc.) and load demands. Finding
the optimal solution is a hard computational task even in the scenario in which the loads are well known [8,9]. This complexity,
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Nomenclature
graph in which the decision variables are deﬁned
set of vertices
set of edges
set of conductor types available for design
subgraph of G that represents a candidate solution
binary decision variable that assumes 1 if the
vertices i and j (edge ði; jÞ) are connected using a
conductor of type k, or 0 otherwise
fmc ðNÞ
monetary cost of the distribution network N (in $)
ffc ðNÞ
fault cost of the distribution network N (in $)
finf ðNÞ
infeasibility ratio of the distribution network N
max
finf
maximum acceptable infeasibility ratio for a
robust distribution network
Lði; jÞ
length of edge ði; jÞ (in km)
CI ðkÞ
installation (or replacement) cost of a conductor of
type k (in $=km)
CM ðkÞ
maintenance cost of a conductor of type k (in
$=km=year)
CL ði; j; k; LE ; EE Þ ¼ 8760  lf  EE ði; jÞ  Oði; j; k; LE Þ cost related with
losses on edge ði; jÞ, which is connected with a conductor of type k (in $=year)
EE ði; jÞ 2 EE
energy tax for the edge ði; jÞ (in $=kWh)
Oði; j; k; LE Þ
loss on edge ði; jÞ, which is connected with a conductor of type k, for a load scenario LE (in kW). It
is calculated through load ﬂow
GðV; E; T Þ
V
E
T
N#G
nði; j; kÞ 2 N

associated to the high time required for evaluating solutions, probably explains why most works handle with a single load growth
scenario during network design [9–11]. The ‘‘most likely’’ scenario
is often adopted in those cases. This means that, if the uncertainty
about the load growth is high, there is a considerable chance for
the network designed in that way to become under-estimated,
causing the need of an expensive early re-design.
This work proposes a new hybrid multiobjective evolutionary
algorithm for performing robust multicriteria design of power distribution networks, employing a Monte Carlo simulation approach
in order to consider uncertainty in the load growth. This algorithm
combines the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGAII) [12], that is employed to ﬁnd the network structure, and four
deterministic local search procedures, which are used to adjust conductor capacities. Monetary cost and reliability (resilience against
faults) are handled simultaneously, in a multiobjective framework,
in order to identify a good approximation of the set of the solutions
which represent good trade-offs between those objectives. The
robustness, stated as the capacity of the network to accommodate
future load growth scenarios, is treated as a constraint, avoiding
the generation of solutions which become infeasible for small perturbations in the predicted loads. The proposed algorithm delivers
as outcome a set of solutions that are, at the same time, feasible,
robust and efﬁcient with regard to cost and reliability. The proposed
local search algorithms are the key elements that provide the computational efﬁciency which is necessary for dealing with the problem using a reasonable computational effort. The resulting
algorithm becomes computationally efﬁcient, presenting a stable
performance (reaching the same solutions in most runs), and
achieving solutions that outperform, by far, the results found by
the few references that have dealt with uncertainty in the load
growth [13–15]. The proposed algorithm was shown to work in
large problem instances (100 and 300 bus systems), being suitable
for handling typical real problems.
This paper is structured as follows: a literature review is presented in Section ‘Evolutionary algorithms in power system

lf
dt
ir
VðN; i; LE Þ

loss factor
time horizon considered in design (in years)
annual interest rate (in %)
voltage at bus i of distribution network N for the
load scenario LE
v min
minimum acceptable voltage for a load bus
v max
maximum acceptable voltage for a load bus
I ðN; i; j; k; LE Þ current on edge ði; jÞ of distribution network N,
which is connected with a conductor of type k,
for a load scenario LE (in A)
imax ðkÞ
maximum admissible current for a conductor of
type k
kðkÞ
expected number of faults per year of a conductor
of type k (in #faults=km=year)
cf
mean cost per fault occurrence (in $=fault)
fðkÞ
mean duration per fault of a conductor of type k
(in hours/fault)
P NL ði; j; k; LE Þ active power on edge ði; jÞ (discounting all losses),
which is connected with a conductor of type k, for
a load scenario LE (in kW)
fq
value that corresponds to the quantile q% among
the ones observed for function f
Nðl; rÞ
Gaussian random variable with mean l and standard deviation r.

design’; the problem formulation is shown in Section ‘The
problem’; the genetic algorithm and local search operators proposed are described in Section ‘Genetic algorithm and local search
operators’; ﬁnally, results on three instances are discussed in
Section ‘Results’.

Evolutionary algorithms in power system design
Recently, evolutionary algorithms have been widely employed
for solving problems related with power system design and operation. This trend is due to the ﬂexibility of these algorithms, which
can be easily adapted to deal with a large range of problems without major adaptations. Some examples of the application of evolutionary algorithms to power distribution networks are presented in
the next paragraphs:
In [16], the authors employ the NSGA-II to adjust Proportional
Integral (PI) and Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controllers
for the automatic control of generation. Several controller assessment metrics are considered during optimization and the decision
is supported by a fuzzy approach. A multiobjective clonal selection
algorithm is employed in [17] for performing optimal dispatch
taking into account load uncertainties. In [18], the Artiﬁcial Bee
Colony (ABC) algorithm is employed for the same application.
The authors in [2] propose a genetic algorithm to solve a
multi-stage planning of distribution network problem. The planning period is divided into stages and a peak load is considered for
each stage. The design is performed for each stage at a time and
the algorithm provides a set of time ordered investment decisions.
The expansion planning of electric distribution systems is modeled as an integer-variable dynamic problem in [19]. In this paper,
the system expansion is performed by incremental discrete steps in
time. A genetic algorithm, so-called Dynamic Programming Genetic
Algorithm (DP-GA), is proposed to solve the problem using problem-dedicated mutation and crossover operators. The algorithm
also delivers, as output, a set of installation decisions within time.

